INTERNATIONAL SUMMER SCHOOL
Advancing democracy:
empowering democratic practices in
the Western Balkans
17 May – 22 May 2021

AGENDA

MONDAY
17 MAY

10:00 – 10:10 / Welcoming address /
Sead Turčalo, Dean of the Faculty of Political Science,
University of Sarajevo
Sanela Bašić, Vice-Dean for International Cooperation,
Faculty of Political Science, University of Sarajevo

10:10 – 10:20 / Presentation of the Jean Monnet Network Project
Active citizenship: promoting and advancing innovative
democratic practices in the Western Balkans’/
Irena Fiket, Institute for Philosophy and Social Theory,
University of Belgrade

10:20 – 10:30 / Presentation of the Summer School program and requirements /
Coordinator Valida Repovac Nikšić, University of Sarajevo

10:30 – 11:30 / Opening lecture / EU and the Democratic Transformation of
the Region /
Nedžma Džananović, University of Sarajevo

11:30 – 13:00 / Lecture & discussion / Post-Democracy and the (Digital) Commons /
Mario Hibert, University of Sarajevo

BREAK / 13:00 – 14:00
14:00 – 16:00 / Key lecturer & discussion / On Activism and Foolishness:
Political Action in the Aftermath of Catastrophe /
Larisa Kurtović, University of Ottawa

TUESDAY
18 MAY

10:00 – 11:30 / Key lecturer & discussion / When the bodies assemble –
2014 plenums in Bosnia and Herzegovina – afterthoughts
Asim Mujkić, University of Sarajevo

11:30 – 13:00 / Lecture & discussion / Activism, captured state and the
transition to new narratives in decision-making processes the case of North Macedonia
Ivana Tufegdzik, social activist and former MP in the Parliament of
the Republic of North Macedonia

BREAK / 13:00 – 14:00
14:00 – 16:00 / Seminar with activists and experts / Active Citizens – Better
Society: advocating for cooperation and democratic development
Zoran Bukvić, Vlada Šahović, Dubravka Kahrimanović, Nataša Rašković &
Nebojša Radić, Belgrade Fund for Political Excellence

WEDNESDAY
19 MAY

10:00 – 11:00 / Seminar / Social movements’ struggles in illiberal regimes:
a case of Serbia
Irena Fiket, Gazela Pudar Draško i Jelena Vasiljević, Institute for
Philosophy and Social Theory, University of Belgrade

11:00 – 12:00 / Lecture / The revolution that ate its own children; consensus
and discord in social movements
Nenad Markovikj, Faculty of Law Iustinianus Primus, Ss. Cyril and
Methodius University in Skopje

12:00 – 13:30 / Discussion
BREAK / 13:30 – 14:30
14:30 – 16:00 / Key lecturer & discussion / Hannah Arendt on Protest and Democracy
Roger Berkowitz, Hannah Arendt Center for Politics and
Humanities, Bard College New York

THURSDAY
20 MAY

10:00 – 11:30 / Round table / Experience and mobilisation strategies of social
movements in North Macedonia & Civil society and local
grassroots initiatives in the context of political contestation in
the Western Balkans
Lura Pollozhani, Marko Kmezić, Florian Bieber (moderator), Center for
South East European Studies, University of Graz

11:30 – 13:00 / Lecture & discussion / Conflict and democracy: law and
practice of deliberation on major public works in the
Italian context
Daniela R. Piccio, Stefania Ravazzi, Department of
Cultures, Politics and Society, University of Turin

BREAK / 13:00 – 14:00
14:00 – 16:00 / Seminar with activists and journalists
Sabina Nikšić, Hastahana, Sarajevo & Aleksandar Trifunović,
Banja Luka

FRIDAY
21 MAY

10:00 – 11:30 / Lecture & discussion / Deliberative mini publics in illiberal
regimes: discussing urban mobility plans and air pollution
problems in Serbia
Irena Fiket, Gazela Pudar Draško i Jelena Vasiljević, Institute for
Philosophy and Social Theory, University of Belgrade

11:30 – 13:00 / Lecture & discussion / Establishing citizenship
assemblies in a divided city: the case study of Mostar
Damir Kapidžić, University of Sarajevo

BREAK / 13:00 – 14:00 /
14:00 – 15:30 / Lecture & discussion / Media and information literacy as the
key competence of active citizens
Emir Vajzović, University of Sarajevo

15:30 – 16:00 / Final conclusions and closing
Valida Repovac Nikšić, University of Sarajevo

ABOUT
SUMMER
SCHOOL

The global crisis of legitimacy of representative democracy is tangibly manifested in a
low election turnout, progressive withdrawal of citizens from the arenas of democratic
participation and in the consequent rise of populism and far-right tendencies. This has
resulted in an increased interest in the process of democratic experimentation inspired
by the principles of the participatory and deliberative conceptions of democracy.
However, while the crisis of representative democracy in the EU resulted in a call for
more democracy and tangible efforts to institutionalize different democratic
innovations aiming to foster the effective inclusion of citizens, similar actions are
almost completely absent in the Western Balkans states. But, captured political
institutions urge for the opening of the new non-institutional arenas of politics and we
have recently witnessed different kinds of citizens’ participation in initiatives against
growing authoritarian tendencies. All these initiatives exhibit the citizens’ willingness
to participate in and democratize societies. In such demands for inclusion and
participation, citizens of the WB countries sometimes search for inspirational
traditions, like socialist self-government modes, but they also look for other forms of
participative strategies for inspiration, above all, for democratic innovations (such was
the case with plenums in B&H).
The global crisis of legitimacy of representative democracy is tangibly manifested in a
low election turnout, progressive withdrawal of citizens from the arenas of democratic
participation and in the consequent rise of populism and far-right tendencies. This has
resulted in an increased interest in the process of democratic experimentation inspired
by the principles of the participatory and deliberative conceptions of democracy.

The International Summer School ‘Advancing democracy: empowering democratic
practices in the Western Balkans’ is a joint program of University of Sarajevo, Faculty
of Political Science; Institute for Philosophy and Social Theory, University of
Belgrade; University of Graz, Center for Southeast European Studies; University of
Turin, Department of Cultures, Politics and Society; Ss. Cyril and Methodius
University in Skopje, Faculty of Law Iustinianus Primus; and Belgrade Fund for
Political Excellence within the Jean Monnet Network Project ‘Active citizenship:
promoting and advancing innovative democratic practices in the Western Balkans’.
With this summer school, we want to open the discussion arena on the different
democratic practices – including top-down democratic innovations promoted in the
EU countries and bottom-up citizens’ mobilizations. We aim for investigating the
possible interplays between different forms of democratic innovations with the goal
to reinvigorate democracy by promoting the broader inclusion of citizens’ concerns
and opinions into the political process. We therefore wish to examine the potentials of
innovative democratic practices to democratize societies while bridging a divide
between the scholarship on grassroots democratic initiatives and on institutionalized
democratic innovations practiced in many EU countries.
The primary goal of this summer school is to enable the exchange of knowledge
(theoretical reflections, research, data, policy papers etc.), to clearly delineate the field
of study and build a common knowledge base on democratic innovations and on
bottom-up citizens’ mobilizations and their potential for democratizing political
processes. The International Summer School will bring together researchers, activists
and experts; they will be able to share (with strong interdisciplinary approach) their
knowledge and discuss research methodologies and findings, amongst themselves and
with 40 graduate students, and young post-docs (in Political Science, Anthropology,
Sociology, Law, History, Political Philosophy).

PARTICIPANTS

IRENA
FIKET
Irena Fiket is a Research Associate at the Institute for Philosophy and Social
Theory, University of Belgrade. She received her PhD at the Faculty of Political
Science and Sociology, University of Rome. Her research topics that she
worked on whilst at Universities of Florence, Siena, Bologna and Oslo as a
postdoc, include citizen participation, social movements, democratic
innovation, deliberative democracy, European identity, Western Balkans and
gender equality. On those topics she published more than 20 peer reviewed
papers or chapters, two books and held more than 30 presentations, seminars
or public lectures. She is one of the founders and a member of the Standing
Group on democratic innovation at the European Consortium for Political
Research (ECPR), principal investigator of the Serbian team at Entrust H2020
project and academic coordinator of the Jean Monnet Network 'Active
Citizenship: Promoting and Advancing Innovative Democratic Practices in
The Western Balkans'.

VALIDA
REPOVAC NIKŠIĆ
Valida Repovac Nikšić is an Associate Professor and the Head of the
Department of Sociology of the Faculty of Political Science of the University of
Sarajevo. She earned her bachelor’s degree at the Department of Philosophy
and Sociology at the Faculty of Philosophy of the University of Sarajevo and
pursued European interdisciplinary postgraduate studies in the area of
democracy and human rights at the University of Sarajevo and the University
of Bologna. She worked at the Council of Ministers of Bosnia and Herzegovina
as a Senior Advisor in the Cabinet of Deputy Minister for European Integration
and as a Senior Advisor in the Cabinet of Director of the Directorate for
European Integration. She spent a semester in 2010/2011 academic year at
Berkley, University of California, as a Fulbright fellow. She earned her PhD at
the Faculty of Political Science of the University of Sarajevo in April of 2014. In
April of 2019, she published a book titled: Theoretical Debate on
Cosmopolitanism.

NEDŽMA
DŽANANOVIĆ
Nedžma Džananović is an Associate Professor at the Faculty of Political
Science, University of Sarajevo, specialized for the field of European
integrations. She is a Head of Joint MA Program in Political Science (European
Studies) of Faculty of Political Science (University of Sarajevo) and Faculty for
Social Sciences in Ljubljana. She is an author of the book The Status of
Individual in Postnational Integrations: Citizenship in EU and numerous
articles in national and international journals where she writes about
European integration and populism.

MARIO
HIBERT
Mario Hibert is Associate Professor at the Department of Comparative
Literature and Librarianship, Faculty of Philosophy, University of Sarajevo. He
holds a doctoral degree in information and communication sciences, Faculty
of Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Zagreb, Croatia; and has a
Master’s Degree in Human Rights and Democracy from the Center for
Interdisciplinary Postgraduate Studies, University of Sarajevo and University
of Bologna. He is actively involved in EU/UNESCO’s project „Building Trust in
Media in South East Europe and Turkey“ (2017- 2019) implemented by the
Institute for Social Research at the University of Sarajevo, Faculty of Political
Sciences.

LARISA
KURTOVIĆ
Larisa Kurtović is Associate Professor of Sociological and Anthropological
Studies at the Faculty of Social Sciences, University of Ottawa. Her research is
located at the intersection of political anthropology, postsocialist studies and
contemporary social and political theory. Over the last decade, she has been
conducting multi-sited ethnographic fieldwork in postwar BosniaHerzegovina, primarily among political activists and community organizers.
She is currently writing a book on civic activism and international democracy
promotion entitled Future as Predicament: Bosnia-Herzegovina and Political
Action After Catastrophe. Her second project, Fruits of War, looks at the
mutual entanglement of Bosnia’s postwar economic collapse, affective
histories of socialist labor and shifting forms of popular political engagement.

ASIM
MUJKIĆ
Asim Mujkić is Professor of Philosophy at the Faculty of Political Science of
the University of Sarajevo, and Co-Director of the ERMA Programme, of
universities of Sarajevo and Bologna, of the Global Campus of Human Rights.
He is the author of books: 'Neopragmatizam Richarda Rortyja'
(Neopragmatism of Richard Rorty), 'Kratka povijest pragmatizma' (Short
History of Pragmatism), 'Mi, građani Etnopolisa' (also available in English
translation - 'We, the Citizens of Ethnopolis'), 'Pravda i etnonacionalizam'
(Justice and Ethnonationalism), and 'Ogledi iz savremene filozofije' (Essays in
Contemporary Philosophy), and co-author of 'Etika' (Ethics). He has published
articles in publications such as Constellations, Southeastern Europe, European
Perspectives, Casopis za kritiko znanosti (Slovenia) and Dijalog, Status, Odjek
(Bosnia), Politička misao, Filozofska istraživanja (Croatia). Professor Mujkic's
primary research interest is in philosophy and political theory.

IVANA
TUFEGDZIK
Ivana Tufegdzik has Bachelor Degree from Faculty of Law “Iustinianus Primus”
Skopje at the University “SS Cyril and Methodious” Department of Political
Science. She is finishing her Master’s on Constitutional Law with the field of
interest Parliamentary Law and Procedures. She has been an intern at
Assembly of the Republic of North Macedonia in 2011 and 2016, also has
worked as intern in Parliamentary and Presidential Campaigns for SDSM. She
has been a Member of Parliament since 2016, currently in his first term,
elected as youngest MP. As an MP, Ivana Tufegdžić was coordinator of the
Youth Caucus, Vice President of the National Council for EU Integration,
member of the Committees for Foreign Policy and Committee for
Appointments, deputy member in the Committees for European Affairs and
Education and Science. She has been a very active MP in the policies for
Youth and Education.

ZORAN
BUKVIĆ
Zoran Bukvić is a mechanical engineer. For last ten years he is been active in
the field of sustainable urban mobility. He is organizing public events like
Critical Mass, protests on Savski nasip in Belgrade, and organizing bike to
work campaigns. Also, he is active in monitoring of urban planning of the city
of Belgrade.

VLADA
ŠAHOVIĆ
Vlada Šahović graduated from the McDaniel College in Budapest with a degree
in communication and afterwards went on to attain a master’s degree in
sociology from the Masaryk University in Brno. Also, he obtained master’s
degree in International Human Rights at the University of Nottingham. Vlada
has been part of the A11 Initiative since its inception, working as an advocacy
associate. Prior to his post in the A11 Initiative, he worked in the Belgrade
Centre for Human Rights as a project coordinator and researcher. He is most
interested in international mechanisms for the protection of human rights
and the rights of children on the move.

DUBRAVKA
KAHRIMANOVIĆ
Dubravka Kahrimanović is the program coordinator at the Friends of Children
of Serbia, the oldest organization for the protection and promotion of
children's rights in Serbia. She has been a teacher for many years and civil
society activist in the field of work with children and youth. As a member of
the Council of the Senate of the University of Belgrade, as well as other bodies
and organs of the University of Belgrade, she participated in the development
of the legal framework which influences the position and issues of
importance to students through approaches of consultative practice with
students.

NATAŠA
RAŠKOVIĆ
Nataša Rašković has been an active participant in the social life of the city,
through cultural programs, folklore, acting, journalism, organizing music
events. She graduated in Comparative Literature at the Faculty of Philology in
Belgrade. After years of experience teaching Serbian language and literature,
she founded the language literacy studio for children 'Perce' (Little feather) in
2019. In 2016 - as an activist - she founded the association Pro.Tok21,
organization to support local sustainable development. She worked as a
teacher of Serbian language and literature in secondary and primary schools
for 6 years. Since the fall of 2020, she has been working in the association
Pro.Tok21.

NEBOJŠA
RADIĆ
Nebojša Radić is a former director of public relations at the Open Society
Institute in Budapest and director of the press at the Open Society Institute in
New York. In 2001 he worked as Undersecretary for Information in the
Government of FR Yugoslavia, with the task of renewing relations with
international media. From 2009 to 2013, he led the advocacy component
within USAID project in Lebanon, which supported NGOs in working on
projects at the local level. He is the first and foremost an activist: back in 1988,
when there was only one party and there was none internet, he was one of the
founders of the Green Star, an ad hoc environmental group of young people in
Novi Sad. They held a flash mob pointing to the destruction of the
environment. He was one of the re-initiators of the banned student newspaper
Index, and a member of the Young European Federalists (JEF). Since 2001, he
has held trainings in media relations and public advocacy in almost all
countries of Eastern Europe, as well as the Middle East, Africa and South
America.

NENAD
MARKOVIKJ
Nenad Markovikj (PhD) has ample teaching experience as well as a mentoring
experience of PhD and MA theses students. He has a vast experience in
managing international projects and research experience including SCOPES,
Open Government Partnership, and Horizon 2020 projects. Experience in the
NGO sphere – board member and researcher in the Institute for Democracy
“Societas Civilis” – Skopje (IDSCS). He is a resident of the Macedonian Political
Science Association (MPSA) as well as the head of the department of political
science at the Law Faculty “Justinian I”. He has published numerous articles
and book chapters in political theory, social capital, political philosophy,
nationalism, civil society, and political culture / myth.

ROGER
BERKOWITZ
Roger Berkowitz is Founder and Academic Director of the Hannah Arendt
Center for Politics and Humanities and Professor of Politics, Philosophy, and
Human Rights at Bard College. Professor Berkowitz authored The Gift of
Science: Leibniz and the Modern Legal Tradition. Berkowitz is editor of The
Perils of Invention: Lying, Technology, and the Human Condition and coeditor of Thinking in Dark Times: Hannah Arendt on Ethics and Politics (2009),
The Intellectual Origins of the Global Financial Crisis (2012) and Artifacts of
Thinking: Reading Hannah Arendt's Denktagebuch (2017). His writing has
appeared in The New York Times, The American Interest, Bookforum, The
Forward, The Paris Review Online, Democracy: A Journal of Ideas, and many
other publications. Berkowitz edits HA: The Journal of the Hannah Arendt
Center and the weekly newsletter Amor Mundi. He is the winner of the 2019
Hannah Arendt Prize for Political Thought given by the Heinrich Böll
Foundation in Bremen, Germany.

LURA
POLLOZHANI
Lura Pollozhani is researching activist citizenship and social movements in
divided societies. Her research interests include citizenship, participation,
social movements, divided societies, minority rights, SEE and ethnic political
parties.

GAZELA
PUDAR DRAŠKO
Gazela Pudar Draško is employed as a Research Fellow and Director at the
Institute for Philosophy and Social Theory, University of Belgrade. She
received her BA, MA and PhD at the Faculty of Philosophy, University of
Belgrade, working on the themes of nationalism and intellectual engagement.
Gazela Pudar Draško was engaged as consultant and researcher in numerous
projects with international organizations and national think tanks. She is an
Executive Board member of the Institute for Democratic Engagement
Southeast Europe and the Network for Academic Solidarity and Engagement.
Her field of interest is political sociology, particularly social engagement. She
writes on the intellectual engagement, social movements and gender.

JELENA
VASILJEVIĆ
Jelena Vasiljević is a Senior Research Associate at the Institute for Philosophy
and Social Theory, University of Belgrade. Her background is in political
anthropology and citizenship studies. Her main areas of expertise and
research interests include: citizenship transformations in post-Yugoslav
states, memory politics, active citizenship and social movements, political
solidarity, theories of solidarity, and Southeast Europe. She was a Research
Fellow at the University of Edinburgh, working on an ERC funded project on
citizenship transformations in the former Yugoslav states (CITSEE) and a
Research Fellow at the Centre for South East European Studies, University of
Graz. She is the author of the awarded book The Anthropology of
Citizenship (in Serbian, 2016), and her articles appeared in Nations and
Nationalism, Citizenship Studies and East European Politics and
Societies among other journals. She is an expert member of The Balkans in
Europe Policy Advisory Group (BiEPAG).

MARKO
KMEZIĆ
Marko Kmezić is a Lecturer and Senior Researcher at the Centre for Southeast
European Studies at the University of Graz, and BiEPAG Blog Editor. He has
studied law at the University of Belgrade, and European integrations and
regionalism at the University of Graz. From 2006 until 2008 he worked at the
Belgrade Centre for Human Rights. He is the author of 'EU Rule of Law
Promotion: Judiciary Reform in the Western Balkans' (Routledge 2016), and coeditor of 'Europeanisation of the Western Balkans: The Failure of
Conditionality?' (Palgrave 2020) and 'Stagnation and Drift in the Western
Balkans' (Peter Lang 2013).

FLORIAN
BIEBER
Florian Bieber is a Professor of Southeast European History and Politics and
director of the Centre for Southeast European Studies at the University of
Graz, Austria. He studied at Trinity College (USA), the University of Vienna and
Central European University, and received his PhD in Political Science from
the University of Vienna. Between 2001 and 2006 he worked in Belgrade
(Serbia) and Sarajevo (B&H)) for the European Centre for Minority Issues. He
has taught at Central European University, the University of Kent, Cornell
University, the University of Bologna and the University of Sarajevo. His
research interest is the political and social transformation of Southeastern
Europe, including questions of democratization, nationalism and minority
rights. His research has been published in leading journals and also
contributed to policy studies, as a researcher, as well as coordinator of the
European network of researchers and policy analyst on the Western Balkans.
His analyses on the EU and the Western Balkans have been published in
Foreign Affairs, Neue Zürcher Zeitung, Frankfurter Rundschau, Die Presse, as
well as providing analysis for leading European and regional media outlets.

DANIELA R.
PICCIO
Daniela R. Piccio holds a PhD in Political Science from the European
University Florence and her research interests include comparative politics,
political representation, social movements, and party (finance) regulation. She
has extensive experience in working with national and international research
groups. Her most recent research projects focused on the modalities of
capitalism and types of democracy, internal party democracy in Italy, reconceptualization of party democracy, party responses to social movements
and others. She has also worked for public institutions with regard to public
funding of political parties, as well as for a voting application in the occasion
of the European Parliament elections on several occasions. She has ample
teaching experience, research experience, experience in international projects
as well as experience working with civil and policy sectors.

STEFANIA
RAVAZZI
Stefania Ravazzi has a PhD in Political Science and her fields of research
include: Models of governance in EU, public policy, public participation,
deliberative democracy and local governance (democratic innovations) in
Europe. Teaching experience, research experience, a mentoring experience of
PhD and MA theses, experience in managing international projects. She has
experience working with civil and policy sectors. She is currently a deputy
director of the Laboratory of Public Policies (Unito), director of the Research
Centre on foundations and civil society (Unito), member of the Standing
groups ‘Democratic Innovations’, ‘Local government and politics’ and
‘Theoretical perspectives in policy analysis’ of the European Consortium of
Political Research, and a member of the Standing groups ‘Political Science and
Public policy’, ‘Social movements and political participation’ and ‘Regional
studies and local policies’ of the Italian Political Science Association.

SABINA
NIKŠIĆ
Sabina Nikšić is a journalist from Sarajevo, Bosnia-Herzegovina, who has
worked for the Associated Press since 2010. Over the years, starting in 1993,
she has covered stories from across the Balkans for multiple national and
international news organizations including the Agence France Presse, BBC,
Bosnia-Herzegovina’s public broadcaster, RTV BiH, and BH Press News
Agency. Sabina has also produced several documentaries.

ALEKSANDAR
TRIFUNOVIĆ
Aleksandar Trifunović is a journalist, media and peace activist. He is a
Director of the Center for Informational Decontamination of Youth (CID) and
editor- in- chief of Buka Media Project. Founded in 2000, CID is a civil society
organization that produces Buka Media Project, which includes a TV talk
show, a magazine and one of the most popular political web portals in Bosnia
and Herzegovina (www.6yka.com). TV talk show Buka, hosted and edited by
Trifunović, is one of the most influential political programs in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. For more than fifteen years, Trifunović has been implementing
projects that address hate speech, peaceful conflict resolution, war crimes,
dialogue and media freedom, and edited diverse publications focusing on the
post-war reconciliation. He studied law at the University of Banja Luka and
University of Novi Sad, and was a recipient of the Marshall Memorial
Fellowship of the German Marshall Fund of the United States.

DAMIR
KAPIDŽIĆ
Damir Kapidžić is an Associate Professor at the Faculty of Political Science,
University of Sarajevo, where he is teaching Comparative Politics, Public
Opinion, Civil Society, Non-state Actors in International Politics, Post-conflict
Societies and State Building. He has published a dozen scientific and expert
papers in international journals, as well as book chapters focused on
democracy and institutions in post-conflict societies, multiethnic states, and
role of the European Union in the international community. Kapidžić is
engaged as Project Associate on several projects implemented by London
School of Economics, universities in Basel, Belgrade, Zurich, Ljubljana and
Zagreb, Foundation Friedrich Ebert in BiH, Center for Social Research
Analitika and Centre for Security Studies in Sarajevo.

EMIR
VAJZOVIĆ
Emir Vajzović is Assistant Professor at Security and Peace Studies
Department and Head of the Institute for Social Sciences Research of the
Faculty of Political Sciences, University of Sarajevo. He graduated B.A. in
Communications and B.A. in Criminal Justice, M.A. in Human Rights and
Democracy (University of Bologne and University of Sarajevo) and PhD in
Political Sciences from Faculty of Political Sciences Sarajevo. Vajzović has
cumulatively over 20 project-years of experience as project manager and /or
head researcher. In research and academic work, he applies an
interdisciplinary approach in understanding the complexities of the digital
transformation of society, education, media, politics, human rights, security,
hybrid asymmetric cyber threats; and its implication to education, democracy
and security.

MEMBERS OF THE
SCIENTIFIC
COMMITTEE

University of Sarajevo /
Valida Repovac Nikšić / School coordinator /
Institute for Philosophy and Social Theory /
University of Belgrade /
Irena Fiket
Center for Southeast European Studies /
University of Graz /
Florian Bieber
Department of Cultures, Politics and Society /
University of Turin /
Stefania Ravazzi
Faculty of Law Iustinianus Primus / Ss. Cyril and
Methodius University in Skopje/
Nenad Markovikj
Belgrade Fund for Political Excellence/
Marko Savković

MEMBERS OF THE
SCIENTIFIC
COMMITTEE

Sead Turčalo / Dean, Faculty of Political Sciences /
University of Sarajevo
Emir Vajzović / Head of Institute for Social Science
Research / Faculty of Political Sciences /
University of Sarajevo
Valida Repovac Nikšić / School coordinator
/Faculty of Political Sciences / University of
Sarajevo
Emina Adilović / Institute for Social Science
Research / Faculty of Political Sciences /
University of Sarajevo
Džejla Khattab / Faculty of Philosophy / University
of Sarajevo

